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Abstract—Voice-Controlled Digital Assistants (VCDAs) are
increasingly used in both private and professional environments.
While the convenience of use and the broad area of applications
increase user adoption, the use of VCDAs involves a trade-off
between user experience and privacy. In our research, we focus
on developing solutions to better protect users’ privacy by helping
them to control the data shared with VCDAs.
Index Terms—privacy, voice-controlled digital assistants, transparency, data control

I. I NTRODUCTION
The continuous development and improvement of voice
processing technologies have increased the usability of Voicecontrolled Digital Assistants (VCDAs) as well as their adoption in private and professional environments [1]–[3]. It is
expected that the number of integrated VCDAs will reach up
to eight billion devices in 2024 [4] with Amazon and Google
currently leading the VCDA market. They are commonly used
for, e.g., listening to music, asking questions, and checking the
weather [5].
Data transferred to VCDAs, including audio recordings
and information associated with users’ accounts (name, address, payment information), are however stored by default on
servers maintained by manufacturers or third-party developers.
The audio recordings contain the users’ voice commands, thus
revealing their potential interests. Other characteristics about
the users, such as their age, gender, or health status can further
be inferred by analyzing their voice [6]. As a result, both
manufacturers and third-party developers have access to finegrained user profiles.
In order to protect users’ privacy, manufacturers are proposing limited privacy measures. Firstly, users can mute their
device to prevent recordings. Secondly, they can check their
stored audio recordings and delete them manually or set
automatic intervals for deletion if they have set up the device.
Thirdly, they can create voice profiles, so that the device can
distinguish them from other users. Last but not least, users
can define and check the access permissions provided to thirdparty apps.
However, users are often not aware that these measures
exist, or might find it too complicated to adjust them according
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to their preferences [7], [8]. Moreover, the available privacy
measures offer only limited functions and do not cover all
aspects included in the concept of privacy.
To bridge this gap, different solutions have been proposed
in research. To prevent inference of user characteristics from
voice analysis, a voice obfuscation method has been proposed
in [9] to hide voice characteristics. Voice commands can
further be cleaned from sensitive words, such as names or
locations, as proposed in [9]. Risk traffic shaping [10] can be
applied to obfuscate the original traffic that can reveal users
presence at home, for example. Additional offline processing
solutions methods, such as Snips [11] and Rhasspy [12] have
been proposed to prevent the disclosure of the collected data to
manufacturers and third parties. Finally, a solution based on
continuous authentication [13] prevents unauthorized access
to, e.g., dates or reminders by other people than the users
themselves when interacting with VCDAs.
While these proposed solutions contribute in improving
the users’ privacy protection, additional efforts are necessary.
For example, users have still only limited control over the
collected, processed, and stored data. Moreover, there is a lack
of transparency about these processes. As a result, our goal
is to develop solutions that allow users to choose what data
about them is stored and support them in making a decision
by providing them usable transparency.
In the remainder of this paper, we hence detail our planned
contributions in Sec. II and make concluding remarks in Sec.
III.
II. P LANNED C ONTRIBUTIONS
Our goal is to develop a solution that allows users to better
control which information about them is made accessible to
manufacturers and third-party developers. As a result, we focus
on threats to privacy coming from honest-but-curious entities
that are part of the ecosystem and hence not on malicious
attackers. As shown in Fig. 1, end users should be able to
select which information is filtered prior to online processing
and receive assistance in determining which records contain
sensitive information and are considered for deletion. To reach
this goal, usable transparency about the data processing should
be provided to allow users to make informed decisions.
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Fig. 1. Control Panel

Ideally, storing and processing data locally on the VCDA
would prevent honest-but-curious entities from having access
to user information. However, this is currently not feasible
due to the limited devices’ resources, functionalities, and
increased user efforts that would negatively impact user adoption. Therefore, our work aims to contribute to the following
four dimensions.
(1) Data minimization: Following the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Art. 5 (1)(c) principle of data minimization, we want to reduce the collection of data irrelevant
for providing voice assistance. Account information such as
name, address or payment information should therefore not
be stored or linked to users by the considered entities.
(2) User-defined filtering: Voice recordings are, however,
desired for some users to view at a later time [7]. Still, those
recordings might contain sensitive information that users want
to filter out or delete afterwards. Therefore, it is required to
explore different criteria for deleting sensitive voice recordings
such as sensitive words, voices of children/ guests [7], or
voice characteristics such as gender, health status, or mood.
While some of these criteria have already been highlighted in
related user surveys [7], [8], none focuses on sensitive voice
content and information that can be inferred from the voice
characteristics. Based on the obtained results, we will design
a solution according to the criteria identified as relevant by
the users to be filtered and not transferred to the concerned
entities.
(3) Sensitivity-based online/offline processing: Furthermore, users should be able to choose whether a command
should be processed offline or online, depending on their
individual privacy preferences and how sensitive they perceive
it. For example, if other smart home devices are controlled via
voice commands, but the user does not want the manufacturers
to know what kind of devices are in the user’s home, they
might prefer to process these commands offline. Even though
offline processing is still a tedious task, this option could be
available for user-defined sensitive commands.
(4) Assisted selection of recordings to be deleted: In
order to not only automatically delete audio recordings, users
should receive personalized assistance to understand why

certain recordings could be deleted. When reviewing the record
history, we will design a solution based on text and voice
analysis with which sensitive records will be identified. The
results will be presented to the users using a color code based
on their sensitivity and accompanied by an explanation about
its rating to support explainability.
III. C ONCLUSION
Our goal is to propose a usable approach that provides more
control to users about the processing and storage of their data
collected by VCDAs. To achieve this goal, we will conduct
user surveys to gather users’ requirements and attitudes as well
as evaluate the usability of our proposed solutions. Moreover,
we will design and implement solutions that allow (1) to
decouple the voice recordings from other account data, (2)
users to define which features or commands are sensitive for
them and should not be stored, (3) users to define which data
should not be processed online based on their preferences, and
(4) users to easily identify the recordings that could be deleted.
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